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Introduction 
This document defines the coding standards and guidelines for Microsoft .NET development.  This includes Visual 
Basic, C#, and SQL.  These standards are based upon the MSDN Design Guidelines for .NET Framework 4.   

Naming Guidelines 
This section provides naming guidelines for the different types of identifiers. 

Casing Styles and Capitalization Rules 
 
1. Pascal Casing – the first letter in the identifier and the first letter of each subsequent concatenated word are 

capitalized.  This case can be used for identifiers of three or more characters.  E.G., PascalCase 
 
2. Camel Casing – the first letter of an identifier is lowercase and the first letter of each subsequent concatenated 

word is capitalized.  E.G., camelCase 
 
3. When an identifier consists of multiple words, do not use separators, such as underscores (“_”) or hyphens (“-“), 

between words.  Instead, use casing to indicate the beginning of each word. 
 
4. Use Pascal casing for all public member, type, and namespace names consisting of multiple words.  

(Note:  this rule does not apply to instance fields.) 
 
5. Use camel casing for parameter names. 
 
6. The following table summarizes the capitalization rules for identifiers and provides examples for the different 

types of identifiers: 
Identifier Public Protected Private Example Notes 

Project File Pascal X X   

Source File Pascal X X   

Other Files Pascal X X   

Namespace Pascal X X System.Drawing  

Class or Struct Pascal Pascal Pascal AppDomain  

Constant Pascal Pascal _camel   

Exception Class Pascal Pascal Pascal WebException  

Interface Pascal Pascal Pascal IDisposable Prefix with a capital I 

Method Pascal Pascal Pascal ToString Use a Verb or Verb-Object pair 

Property Pascal Pascal Pascal BackColor Do not prefix with Get or Set 

Read-only Static Field Pascal Pascal _camel RedValue  

Enumeration Type Pascal Pascal Pascal ErrorLevel  

Enumeration Values Pascal Pascal Pascal FatalError  

Event Pascal Pascal Pascal ValueChanged  
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Parameter X X camel typeName  

 
 
7. Capitalize both characters of two-character acronyms, except the first word of a camel-cased identifier. 

E.G., Pascal case—DBRate; camel case—ioChannel 
 

8. Capitalize only the first character of acronyms with three or more characters, except the first word of a camel-
cased identifier. 
E.G., Pascal case—XmlWriter; camel case—htmlReader 
 

9. Do not capitalize any of the characters of any acronyms, whatever their length, at the beginning of a camel-cased 
identifier. 
E.G., camel case—xmlStream or dbServerName 
 

10. Do not capitalize each word in closed-form compound words.  These are compound words written as a single 
word, such as “endpoint.”   
E.G., Pascal case—Hashtable; camel case—hashtable 
 

11. Common terms that are NOT closed-form compound words: 
 

Pascal  camel case 
BitFlag  bitFlag 
FileName  fileName 
LogOff  logOff 
LogOn  logOn 
SignIn  signIn 
SignOut  signOut 
UserName  userName 
WhiteSpace  whiteSpace 

 
12. Do not assume that all programming languages are case-sensitive.  They are not.  Names cannot differ by 

case alone. 
 

General Guidelines 
 
Guidelines for selecting the best names for the elements in your libraries. 

Word Choice 
 

1. Use easily readable identifier names. 
E.G., HorizontalAlignment is more readable than AlignmentHorizontal 
 

2. Readability is more important than brevity. 
E.G., CanScrollHorizontally is better (and more descriptive) than ScrollableX 
 

3. Do not use underscores, hyphens, or any other nonalphanumeric characters. 
 

4. Do not use Hungarian notation. 
 

5. Do not use keywords.  (See Appendix A for C# keywords and Appendix B for Visual Basic keywords) 

 Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 
1. In general, you should not use abbreviations or acronyms.   
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2. Do not use abbreviations or contractions as parts of identifier names. 

E.G., OnButtonClick should be used, rather than OnBtnClick 
 
3. Do not use any acronyms that are not widely accepted, and then only when necessary. 

 Language-Specific Names 
 
1. Use semantically interesting names rather than language-specific keywords for type names. 

E.G., GetLength is better than GetInt 
 
2. Use a generic common language runtime (CLR) type name, rather than a language-specific name, in the rare 

cases when an identifier has no semantic meaning beyond its type.  The following table shows the language-
specific type names for C# and Visual Basic, and the CLR counterpart: 
 

C# type name Visual Basic type name CLR type name 
sbyte SByte SByte 
byte Byte Byte 
short Short Int16 
ushort UInt16 UInt16 
int Integer Int32 
uint UInt32 UInt32 
long Long Int64 
ulong UInt64 UInt64 
float Single Single 
double Double Double 
bool Boolean Boolean 
char Char Char 
string String String 
object Object Object 

 
3. Use a common name, such as value or item, rather than repeating the type name, in the rare cases when an 

identifier has no semantic meaning and the type of the parameter is not important. 

Names of Namespaces 
 
1. The name for a namespace should indicate the functionality made available by types in the namespace. 

E.G., the System.Net.Sockets namespace contains types that enable developers to use sockets to communicate 
over networks. 
 

2. The general format for a namespace name is: 
<Company>.(<Product>|<Technology>)[.<Feature>][.<Subnamespace>] 
E.G., Microsoft.WindowsMobile.DirectX 
 

3. Prefix namespace names with a company name to prevent namespaces from different companies from having 
the same name and prefix. 
 

4. Use a stable, version-independent product name at the second level of a namespace name. 
 

5. Do not use organizational hierarchies as the basis for names in namespace hierarchies.  (Group names within 
organizations tend to be short-lived.) 
 

6. Use Pascal casing, and separate namespace components with periods.  
E.G., Microsoft.Office.PowerPoint 
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7. Consider using plural namespace name where appropriate. 
E.G., System.Collections instead of System.Collection 
 

8. *Acronyms are exceptions to this rule—E.G., System.IO instead of System.IOs 
 

9. Do not use the same name for a namespace and a type in that namespace. 
E.G., do not use Debug for a namespace name and also provide a class named Debug in the same namespace. 
(Several compilers require such types to be fully qualified.) 
 

10. Do not use generic type names such as Element, Node, Log, and Message.  You should qualify the generic type 
names. 
E.G., FormElement, SMLNode EventLog, SoapMessages 
 

11. Do not give the same name to types in namespaces within a single application model. 
E.G., do not introduce a type named Checkbox. 
 

12. Do not give types names that would conflict with any type in the core namespaces. 
E.G., do not use Directory. 

Names of Classes, Structs, and Interfaces 
 
1. Type names should be noun phrases, where the noun is the entity represented by the type.  Names should reflect 

usage scenarios from the developer’s perspective. 
E.G., Button, Stack, and File each have names that identify the entity represented by the type.  
 

2. Name classes, interfaces, and value types with nouns, noun phrases, or occasionally adjective phrases, using 
Pascal casing. 
 

3. Do not give class names a prefix (suchy as the letter C). 
 

4. Interfaces, which should begin with the letter I, are the exception to this rule. 
 

5. Consider ending the name of derived classes with the name of the base class. 
E.G., Framework types that inherit from Stream end in Stream, and types that inherit from Exception end in 
Exception. 
 

6. When defining a class/interface pair where the class is a standard implementation of the interface, make sure the 
names differ only by the letter I prefix on the interface name. 
E.G., the Framework provides the IAsyncResult interface and the AsyncResult class. 

 Names of Generic Type Parameters 
 
1. Name generic type parameters with descriptive names, unless a single-letter name is self-explanatory and a 

descriptive name would not add value. 
E.G., IDictionary<TKey, TValue> 

 
2. Consider using the letter T as the type parameter name for types with one single-letter type parameter. 
 
3. Prefix descriptive type parameters with the letter T. 
 
4. Consider indicating constraints placed on a type parameter in the name of parameter. 

E.G., TSession could be the name of a parameter constrained to ISession. 

Names of Common Types 
 

1. Add the suffix Attribute to custom attribute classes. 
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 E.G., ObsoleteAttribute or AttributeUsageAttribute 
 
2. Add the suffix EventHandler to names of types that are used in events (such as return types of a C# event). 
 E.G., AssemblyLoadEventHandler 
 
3. Add the suffice Callback to the name of a delegate that is not an event handler. 
 
4. Do NOT add the suffix Delegate to a delegate. 
 
5. Add the suffix EventArgs to classes that extend System.EventArgs. 
 
6. Do NOT derive from the System.Enum class; use the keyword supported by your language, instead. 
 E.G., in C#, use the enum keyword 
 
7. Add the suffix Exception to types that inherit from System.Exception. 
 
8. Add the suffix Dictionary to types that implement System.Collections.IDictionary or 

System.Collections.GenericIDictionary<TKey, TValue>.  (Note:  System.Collections.IDictionary is a specific type 
of collection, but this guideline takes precedence over the more general collections guideline.) 

 
9. Add the suffix Collection to types that implement System.Collections.IEnumerable, 

System.Collections.ICollection, System.Collections.IList, System.Collections.Generic.IEnumerable<T>, 
system.Collections.Generic.ICollection<T>, or System.Collections.Generic.IList<T>. 

 
10. Add the suffix Stream to types that inherit from System.IO.Stream. 
 
11. Add the suffix Permission to types that inherit from System.Security.CodeAccessPermission or implement 

System.Security.IPermission. 

Names of Enumerations 
 

1. Do NOT use a prefix on enumeration value names. 
E.G., do NOT use a prefix such as ad for ADO enumerations or rtf or rich text enumerations. 

 
2. Do NOT use Enum as a suffix on enumeration types. 
 
3. Do NOT add Flags as a suffix on the names of flags enumerations. 
 
4. Use a singular name for an enumeration, unless its values are bit fields. 
 
5. Use a plural name for enumerations with bit fields as values, also called flags enumerations. 

Names of Type Members 
 
Types contain the following kinds of members:  methods, properties, fields, events 

 Names of Methods 
 

1. Give methods names that are verbs or verb phrases. 
E.G., RemoveAll(), Invoke() 

 
2. Use a name that provides clarity from the developer’s perspective, but do not use a verb that describes how the 

method accomplishes its task. 
 
3. When naming functions, include a description of the value being returned. 

E.G., GetCurrentWindowName() 
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Microsoft SQL Server: 
 

1. Do not prefix stored procedures with sp_, which is a prefix reserved for identifying system stored procedures.  
Instead, use usp. 

 
2. Do not prefix user-defined functions with fn_, which is a prefix reserved for identifying built-in functions.  Instead, 

use ufn. 

Names of Properties 
 

1. Name properties using a noun, noun phrase, or an adjective.   
 
2. Do NOT use properties that match the names of Get methods. 

E.G., do NOT name a property EmployeeRecord and also name a method GetEmployeeRecord. 
 
3. Name Boolean properties with an affirmative phrase.  (You can also prefix Boolean properties with Is, Can, or 

Has, but only where it adds value.) 
E.G., CanSeek, rather than CantSeek 

 
4. Consider giving a property the same name as its type. 

E.G., if you have an enumeration named CacheLevel, a property that returns one of its values can also be 
named CacheLevel. 

Names of Events 
 

1. Name events with a verb or verb phrase. 
 
2. Give event names a concept of before and after, using the present and past tense. 

E.G., a close event that is raised before a window is closed would be called Closing, and one that is raised after 
the window is closed would be called Closed. 

 
3. Do NOT use Before or After prefixes or suffixes to indicate pre and post events. 
 
4. Name event handlers (delegates used as types of events) with the EventHandler suffix. 
 
5. Use two parameters named sender and e in event handler signatures.  (The sender parameter should be of 

type Object, and the e parameter should be an instance of or inherit from EventArgs.) 
 
6. Name event argument classes with the EventArgs suffix. 

Names of Fields 
 
Naming guidelines for fields apply to static public and protected fields.  You should not define public or protected 
instance fields. 
 

1. Use Pascal casing in field names. 
 
2. Name fields with nouns or noun phrases. 
 
3. Do NOT use a prefix for field names. 

E.G., do not use g_ or s_ to distinguish static versus non-static fields. 

Names of Parameters 
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1. Use camel casing in parameter names. 
 
2. Use descriptive parameter names.  (The name of the parameter and its type should be sufficient to determine 

the parameter’s usage.) 
 
3. Consider using names based on a parameter’s meaning rather than names based on the parameter’s type. 

Names of Resources 
 

1. Use Pascal casing in resource keys. 
 

2. Provide descriptive rather than short identifiers.  Keep them concise, but not at the expense of readability. 
 

3. Do NOT use language-specific keywords from the common language runtime (CLR) programming languages. 
 

4. Use only alphanumeric characters and underscores in naming resources. 
 

5. Use the dot separator (“.”) to nest identifiers with a clear hierarchy. 
E.G., Menus.FileMenu.Close.Text or Menus.FileMenu.Close.Color 

 
6. Use the following naming convention for exception message resources.  The resource identifier should be the 

exception type name plus a short identifier of the exception separated by a dot. 
E.G., ArgumentException.BadEnumValue 

Coding Standards 

Coding standards for Visual Studio 2010:  C# and Visual Basic 

Layout Conventions 
 

1. Declare only 1 namespace per file. 
 

2. Place namespace “using” statements together at the top of the file. 
 

3. Declare only 1 class per file (unless the classes are inter-related). 
 

4. Always use a Tab and Indentation size of 4. 
 

5. Segregate the declarations using #region statements. 
 

6. Use only one declaration per line. 
 

7. Use #region to group related pieces of code together. 
 

8. Declare only related attributes on a single line.  Otherwise, declare them on a separate line. 
 

9. Add at least one blank line between method and property definitions. 
 

10. Use white space (CR/LF, Tabs, etc.) liberally to separate and organize code. 
 

11. Use one blank line to separate logical groups of code. 
 

12. Keep line length to what can be seen on a screen without scrolling side to side. 
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C#: 
 

1. Always place curly-braces ( { and } ) on a new line. 
 

2. Always use curly-braces ( { and  } ) in conditional statements. 
 

3. Curly braces ( {} ) should be in the same level as the code outside the braces. 
 

4. Use a single space before and after each operator and brackets. 

Commenting 
 

1. Place comments on a separate line, instead of at the end of a line of code. 
 

2. Start comment text with an uppercase letter and end comment text with a period. 
 

3. Insert one space between the comment delimiter and the comment text. 
 

4. Do NOT surround comments with formatted blocks of text. 
 

5. Use comments to explain briefly what the code does.  Use comments to explain assumptions, known issues, 
algorithm insights, loops, logic branches, bug fixes, and workarounds. 
 

6. Comment anything that is not readily obvious in the code.   
 

7. Indent comments at the same level of the code you are documenting. 
 

8. Each procedure and routine should have a header describing what it does and why.  Include explanations of 
the inputs (parameters) and outputs (returns), if they are not immediately obvious.  (It is also useful to keep 
track of modifications to the code in the header.) 
 

9. Comment as you code. 

Methods 
 
1. Avoid passing too many parameters to a method.  If you have more than 4 or 5 parameters, it is a good candidate 

to define a class or structure. 
 
2. If you have a large, complex method, try to split it into logical, smaller, comprehensible modules.  A method 

should typically have 1 – 50 lines of code. 
 
3. A method should only have one task.  Do not combine more than one task in a single method, even if those tasks 

are very small. 
 
4. Methods should have only one return statement. 
 
5. Write a method to perform required action and call that method from an event handler rather than having the code 

in the event handler. 
 
6. If you have a method returning a collection, return an empty collection instead of null, if you have no data to 

return.  This will make it easy for the calling application to just check for the “count” rather than doing an additional 
check for “null.” 

Variables 
 

1. Use meaningful, descriptive words to name variables. 
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2. Do NOT use single character variable names such as i, n, s, etc.  Instead, use words, such as index or temp. 

 
3. Do NOT use variable names that resemble keywords. 

 
4. Avoid global variables unless absolutely necessary. 

 
5. Variables should be initialized when they are declared. 

 
6. Use enum wherever required.  Do NOT use numbers or strings to indicate discrete values. 

 
7. Use local variables and pass between methods wherever applicable instead of using member variables. 

 
8. Do NOT make the member variables public or protected.  Keep them private and expose public/protected 

Properties. 
 

9. Prefix Boolean variables, properties, and methods with “Is” or similar prefixes. 
 

10. Declare variables as close as possible to where it is first used. 
 

11. Do NOT use “My” or “my” as part of a variable name.  This creates confusion with the My objects. 

Strings 
 

1. To concatenate strings in Visual Basic, use an ampersand (&); in C#, use a plus sign (+). 
 

2. To append strings in loops, use the StringBuilder object. 
 

3. Avoid using string literals when doing string comparisons, such as with == or  != (in C#) or with = or <> (in 
Visual Basic). 
 

4. Use String.Empty rather than “”. 

Loops 
 

1. Use int as loop index variable. 
 

2. Use only loop control statements. 
 

3. Avoid creating objects in a loop. 
 

4. It is more efficient to access variables in a loop when compared to accessing array elements. 
 

5. Avoid using method calls to check for termination condition in a loop. 

Exceptions/Errors 
 
1. Do not use try/catch blocks to control programming flow. 
 
2. Use try/finally blocks around code that can potentially generate an exception and centralize your catch statements 

in one location.  In this way, the try statement generates the exception, the finally statement closes or deallocates 
resources, and the catch statement handles the exception before it is passed to a more general catch block. 

 
3. Always order exceptions in catch blocks from the most specific to the least specific.  This handles the specific 

exception before it is passed to a more general catch block. 
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4. Use validation instead of exceptions wherever applicable. 
 

5. In case of exceptions, give a friendly message to the user, but log the actual error with all possible details about 
the error, including the time it occurred, method and class name, etc. 

 
6. Close the resources opened (such as database connections, sockets, file stream, etc.) in the finally block. 

 
7. Include a localized description string in every exception.  When the user sees an error message, it is derived from 

the description string of the exception that was thrown, rather than from the exception class. 
 

8. Use grammatically correct error messages, including ending punctuation.  Each sentence in a description string of 
an exception should end in a period. 

 
9. Design classes so that an exception is never thrown in normal use. 

 
10. When throwing an exception, use the throw statement without specifying the original exception to preserve the 

original call stack. 
 

11. Never do a ‘catch exception and do nothing.’ 
 

12. Avoid nesting try/catch within a catch block. 
 

13. Return null for extremely common error cases. 
E.G., Open returns null if the file is not found, but throws an exception if the file is locked.  

 
14. In most cases, use the predefined exceptions types.  Define new exception types only for programmatic 

scenarios.  Introduce a new exception class to enable a programmer to take a different action in code based on 
the exception class. 

 
15. End exception class names with the word “Exception.” 

 
16. Throw an InvalidOperationException if a property set or method call is not appropriate given the object’s current 

state. 
 

17. Throw an ArgumentException or a class derived from ArgumentException if invalid parameters are passed. 
 

18. Use exception builder methods.  It is common for a class to throw the same exception from different places in its 
implementation.  to avoid excessive code, use helper methods that create the exception and return it. 

 
19. Throw exceptions instead of returning an error code or HRESULT. 

 
20. Clean up intermediate results when throwing an exception.  Callers should be able to assume that there are no 

side effects when an exception is thrown from a method. 
 

21. Give meaningful error messages to the user.  It should help the user to solve the problem. 
 

22. Maintain all the error messages in a database. 
 

23. To display major error messages in ASP.NET, use custom error-handling pages named error404.aspx for 404 
(not found) errors and error.aspx for all other errors.  (The error.aspx file is specified in the <customErrors> 
section of the Web.Config file: 

 
<customErrors defaultredirect=”error.aspx” mode=”on”> 
 <error statuscode=”404” redirect=”error404.aspx”/> 
</customErrors> 
 

24. Follow the Verbose Error Handling process to eliminate the possibility of an attacker getting system information 
from a website when an http error occurs. 
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Hard Coding 
 

1. Do not hard code numbers.  Use constants, instead. 
 

2. Do not hard code strings.  Use resource files, instead. 
 

3. Never hard code a path or drive name in code.  Get the application path programmatically and use relative 
path. 

Files/Folders 
 

1. Logically organize all your files within appropriate folders. 
 

2. Avoid having very large files.  If a single file has more than 1000 lines of code, split them logically into two or 
more classes. 

ASP.NET Coding Standards 
 
1. Do not use session variables throughout the code.  Use session variables only within the classes and expose 

methods to access the value stored in the session variables. 
 

2. Do not store large objects in session. 
 

3. Always use style sheets to control the look and feel of the pages. 
 

4. Never specify font name and font size in any of the pages.  Use appropriate style class. 
 

5. Use appropriate prefix for the UI elements so that you can identify them from the rest of the variables: 
 

Control Prefix 
Label lbl 
TextBox txt 
DataGrid dtg 
Button btn 
ImageButton imb 
LinkButton lnk 
Hyperlink hlk 
DropDownList ddl 
ListBox lst 
DataList dtl 
Repeater rep 
CheckBox chk 
CheckBoxList cbl 
RadioButton rdo 
RadioButtonList rbl 
Image img 
Panel pnl 
PlaceHolder phd 
Table tbl 
Validators val 

JavaScript Coding Standards 
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1. A JavaScript function should not have more than 50 or 75 lines.  If number of lines exceeds 75, consider splitting 
the function. 

 
2. All JavaScript functions should be checked against IE and Firefox. 

 
3. Browser specific JavaScript should not be used. 

 

ADA Compliance Standards 

ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) compliance requires the following: 
 

1. Provide a text equivalent for every non-text element.  This includes images and graphical representations of text, 
audio or video content, and symbols. 
E.G., via “alt,” “longdesc,” or in element content. 

 
2. Use the clearest and simplest language appropriate for a site’s content. 

 
3. Title each frame to facilitate frame identification and navigation. 

 
4. Enable users to skip repetitive navigation links. 

 
5. Ensure that pages are usable when scripts, applets, or other programmatic objects are turned off or not 

supported.  If this is not possible, provide equivalent information on an alternative accessible page. 
 

6. Ensure that foreground and background color combinations provide sufficient contrast when viewed by someone 
having color deficits or when viewed on a black and white screen. 

 
7. Use style sheets to control layout and presentation. 

 
8. Use relative rather than absolute units in markup language attribute values and style sheet property values. 

 
9. Until user agents allow users to turn off spawned windows, do not cause pop-ups or other windows to appear, 

and do not change the current window without informing the user. 
 

10. Clearly identify the target of each link. 
 

11. Use navigation mechanisms in a consistent manner. 
 

12. Until user agents support explicit associations between labels and form controls, for all form controls with implicitly 
associated labels, ensure that the label is properly positioned. 

 
13. Associate labels explicitly with their controls. 

 
14. Create a logical tab order through links, form controls, and objects. 

 
15. Specify the expansion of each abbreviation or acronym in a document where it first occurs. 

 
16. Create a style of presentation that is consistent across pages. 

 
17. Make all functionality available from a keyboard. 

 
18. Use tables to present data, not to arrange visual elements on a page. 

 
Important Note:  
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Developers must review the eMichigan Look and Feel Standards at http://www.mi.gov/somlookandfeelstandards and refer 
the eMichigan Development Team Checklist at http://www.michigan.gov/dtmb-3533 to test web application changes and 
new development work.  
 
Other useful ADA compliance tools and resource are saved at: \\Hcs084vsnbpf006\dit\AS5\SHARED\Common\DIT\DIT 
projects for MDE\ADA Compliance 2015\Resources 
 

Database Coding Standards 

Data Dictionary 
1. The column name should be intuitive enough so that there would be no need for a description. In cases where 

the column names don’t convey the full meaning, developers are required to fill the description field.  
2. The column description field should be used to also indicate the valid values allowed.  
3. Fill Description field of the Table Property to provide a brief description of the purpose of the table. 

 

Database Naming Standards 
 
1. Proper casing should be used.  The first letter of each word in a compound name should be capitalized.  

Underscore characters should be avoided except for identifying when the object is an alias or wrapper to a table 
in another database. 

 
2. Names should not be abbreviated unless they are more recognizable as an abbreviated word than the word itself.  

The same applies to acronyms. 
 

3. Avoid using SQL reserved words as database object names.   The following is a list of SQL reserved words: 
a. Case 
b. Load 
c. Percent 
d. Date,  
e. National 
f. Primary 
g. File 
h. Open 
i. Public 
j. Grant 
k. Option 
l. Union 
m. Group 
n. Order 
o. User 
p. Key 
q. Password 
r. When 

 
4. When storing date ranges, it is preferable to use the term “Start” instead of “Begin.” 

 
5. When storing date values, the name should reflect if the column is storing a date or a date & time. 
6. E.G., HireDate, ClassStartTime, ClassEndTime 

 
7. Table names should be singular. 

 
8. The following convention for name prefixes is recommended: 

Database Object Type Prefix 

http://www.mi.gov/somlookandfeelstandards
http://www.michigan.gov/dtmb-3533
file://Hcs084vsnbpf006/dit/AS5/SHARED/Common/DIT/DIT%20projects%20for%20MDE/ADA%20Compliance%202015/Resources
file://Hcs084vsnbpf006/dit/AS5/SHARED/Common/DIT/DIT%20projects%20for%20MDE/ADA%20Compliance%202015/Resources
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Table None 
Code Table None 
Column (alphanum) None 
Column (num) None 
Column (date) None 
View vw_ 
Stored Procedure usp[Verb][Table] 
Stored Procedure that returns a Recordset or cursor uspr 
Trigger (Note:  trigger use is discouraged) [TableName][Action] 
Index ix_ 
Foreign Key fk_ 
Primary Key pk_ 
User Defined Type (avoid) None 
User Defined Function ufn 
Diagram (don’t define in the DB, use Visio instead)  
DTS Package [App]:[Description] 
Cube (TBD) 

Stored Procedure Structure 
Each parameter or variable declaration should be on a separate line.  Variable names should not contain any prefixes 
to identify their declared type. 
 
Cursors should be avoided.   
 
Temp tables are preferred to cursors, but are not as efficient as a sub query or a view.  Temp table names always 
start with a # sign.  Global temp tables should only be used when necessary.  Global temp table names always start 
with ##. 
 
All tables should have the following audit fields: 
 CreatedBy  default: user_name() 
 CreatedDate  default: getdate() 

ModifiedBy  default: user_name() 
ModifiedDate  default: getdate() 
CreatedByUserID 
ModifiedByUserID 

Transaction and Error Handling 

General Guidelines 
 

Architecture 
 

1. Use multi layer (N-Tier) architecture 
 

2. Separate the application into multiple assemblies 
 

3. Have a data access layer class which performs all the database related tasks. 
 

4. Never access database from the UI pages 
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Team Foundation Server 

Creating and Setting up a Team Foundation Server (2010) Team Project 
 

Prerequisites 
The steps below assume the user… 
 

1) has Visual Studio 2010, 
2) has Team Explorer 2010 installed, 
3) has Power Tools installed, 
4) Is connected to the TFS server in the Team Explorer pane 

a. To connect to the TFS server 
i. Go to Tools on the tool bar -> Connect to Team Foundation Server -> Servers…-> 

Add->Enter TFS server name-> OK) 
5) Make sure that the user’s SOM account has permission to create projects within TFS. 

 

Create the Team Project 
1) Open Visual Studio 2010, on the File menu, click New Team Project.  (If you don’t see this menu option in 

Visual Studio, see the Prerequisites above.)  [The New Team Project window will appear.] 
2) Enter the name of your team project and click the Next button.  Typically, the team project name should be 

the name of your application. 
3) Choose the team project template and click the Next button.  Typically for MDE applications, you should 

choose “MSF for CMMI Process Improvement – v5.0” as the template. 
4) Verify the team project portal name, enter a description for the portal, and click Next.  The portal name will 

default to the team project name and you can leave it as is.  The portal description is a good opportunity 
to briefly describe the purpose of the application and what office uses it. 

5) Verify the location of the source control folder and click the Next button.  The default location will be $/[team 
project name].  The dollar sign indicates the root of the TFS source code repository.  Unless you have a 
good reason to change the location, you should leave it at the default. 

6) Confirm the team project settings on the summary page and click the Finish button.  [A progress bar will 
appear while your new team project is created.] 

7) After the team project is created, verify the “Launch the process guidance for more information about 
running the team project” checkbox is checked and click the Close button.  [The process guidance 
documentation site for CMMI will display in Visual Studio’s content pane.] 

8) If this is your first TFS team project, take some time to skim through the information in the CMMI 
process guidance site.  Note that for each different tab across the top, there are several tabs along the 
side.  There is lots of information here, so you will probably not be able to absorb it all in one sitting.  You 
can return to this site at any time by going to hcs313mdoepw007> [team project] > Documents > Process 
Guidance > ProcessGuidance.html in your Team Explorer. 

9) Double click Source Control. [Source Control Explorer window will appear.] 
10) In the Source Control Explorer, right-click on your team project and choose “Map to local folder…” 

[The Map window will display.] 
11) In the Map window, select the working folder (project’s root folder not MAIN folder) for your project’s source 

code and click the Map button.  
12) In the Source Control Explorer, right-click on your team project and choose “Add Items to Folder” 
13) In the Add to Source Control window, select MAIN folder and all of the files and folders you wish to migrate 

and click the Finish button.  [All migrated files and folders will appear in the Source Control Explorer pane 
with a plus sign next to each.] 

14) To commit the newly added files and folders to the source code repository, right-click on your project in the 
Folders list of the Source Control Explorer and select “Check in pending changes…”  [The Check In 
window will display.] 
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15) In the Check In window, enter a Comment such as “Source code migrated from Visual Source Safe” and click 
the Check In button.  [All of the plus signs next to the files and folders in the Source Control Explorer will 
disappear.] 

Configure Users 
Users and permissions for the TFS Team Project, the Project Portal, and Project Reports must be configured separately, 
as described below. 

 

Add Users to the Team Project 
1) In the Team Explorer pane, right-click on your team project on the Team Explorer window.  From the context 

menu, choose Team Project Settings > Group Membership.  [The Project Groups window will display.] 
a) Users who need total control over the team project should be added to the Project Administrators group.  

Note that by creating the team project, you are automatically added to the Project Administrators group. 
b) Most users, including developers, testers, DBAs, system architects and designers, should be added to the 

Contributors group. 
c) Users who need to be able to watch the team project without being assigned project work, such as clients and 

managers, can be added to the Readers group. 
d) [SERVER]\Service Accounts should be added to the Build Services group.  In this case, “[SERVER]” is literal; 

you do not need to replace it with the actual server name. 
2) Double-click the group (or click once to highlight and then click the Properties button.)  [The Group Properties 

window will display.] 
3) At the bottom of the Team Foundation Server Group Properties window, in the “Add member” grouping, click the 

“Windows User or Group” radio button and then click the Add button.  [The Select Users, Computers, or Groups 
window will display.] 

4) Type the SOM account name of the user you want to add to the selected project group (for convenience, you can 
enter multiple usernames separated by semicolons) and click the Check Names button, then click the OK button. 
 

Add Users to the Project Portal (Sharepoint) 
1) From the Team Explorer pane, right-click on your team project and choose “Show Project Portal”. 
2) In the upper-right corner of the project portal home page, click Site Actions and choose “Site Settings”. 
3) On the Site Settings page, under the “Users and Permissions” section, click “People and Groups”. 
4) On the People and Groups page, click “Site Permissions”. 
5) On the Permissions page, click New and choose “Add Users” to add individual users (or “New Group” to create a 

new Sharepoint group). 
6) On the Add Users page, enter the SOM account and select the permissions for the user you wish to grant access 

to your Project Portal and click OK. 
 

Add Users to the Project Reports (Reporting Services) 
1) From the Team Explorer pane, under your Team Project, right-click Reports and choose “Show Report Site”. 
2) On the Reporting Services page for your Team Project, click “Properties”. 
3) On the Properties page, click “Security”. 
4) Examine the permissions granted to various users and groups by default, then click “Edit Item Security” and click 

OK on the subsequent inheritance warning. 
5) On the Edit Security page, click “New Role Assignment”. 
6) On the New Role Assignment page, enter the SOM account or SOM group and select the permissions for which 

you wish to grant access to your Project Reports and click OK. 
 

Branching and Merging  
1) Right click “MAIN” folder, and select “Branching and Merging” - > “Branch …”.   Refer to 

S:\Common\DIT\Microsoft VS Team Foundation System\TFS Branching Structures.docx for folder names.  In 
“Branch” dialog, fill the information and click “OK” button. The new branch is created. 
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2) Right click Branch and select “Branching and Merging” - > “Merge …”.  In “Source Control Merge Wizard”, follow 
the instruction to merge two branches. 

 Note: more details see  
• TFS Branching Structures.docx 
• http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms181423.aspx 

 

Add a Server Build Definition 
1) In the Team Explorer pane, expand your team project so you can see the folders it contains, one of which is 

Builds. 
2) Right-click on the Builds folder under your team project and choose New Build Definition.  [The Build Definition 

window will display.] 
3) On the General, enter a build definition name (which should include the application name.) 
4) On the Build Defaults, enter the build output path.  Currently, it is \\ hcs313mdoepw007\TFSBuild.  This is the 

location from which the Server Team will retrieve compiled code for deployment. 
5) On the Process, expand Items to Build and click Projects to Build.  Add solution file under MAIN folder of the 

project to build and click OK. 
6) Save the definition. 

 

Things need to be done before Build a Solution 
1) Check out the solution file to be built. 
2) Open it with notepad. 
3) Locate Debug.AspNetCompiler.PhysicalPath and replace its value with  

a) “..\DEV\” for DEV source code build 
b) “..\MAIN\” for MAIN source code build 
c) “..\RELEASE\” for RELEASE source code build 

4) Locate Release.AspNetCompiler.PhysicalPath and replace its value with  
- “..\DEV\” for DEV source code build 
- “..\MAIN\” for MAIN source code build 
- “..\RELEASE\” for RELEASE source code build 

5) Save the file and check in to the TFS. 
 

Branching Structures 

Standard Branching Structure for Visual Team Foundation Server Projects 

 
 

Branch Name Description 
DEV The code base containing changes for the next version (active development). 
MAIN This is the junction branch between development and release branches.  This 

represents a stable snapshot of the application that can be tested in QA.  
Changes would never be made directly to this branch; changes would only be 
merged into this branch from DEV or RELEASE. 

RELEASE The snapshot of current production code.  This would be the branch to correct 
any emergency production bugs. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms181423.aspx
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Basic Branch Plan 

 

 DEVELOPMENT (DEV) branch 
1. Branch used by developers to make changes for the next application release.  In our case, this would be the next 

data collection or next version. 
2. A DEV branch should be a full branch of MAIN before development begins. 
3. Emergency bug fixes made in RELEASE would be merged into MAIN and then merged into DEV to ensure the fix 

carries over to the next release. 
4. Periodic merges into MAIN would happen in order to enable testing. 

MAIN branch 
1. QA build would happen here, generally after a merge from the DEV branch. 
2. This should always be a stable code base. 

RELEASE branch 
1. RELEASE is a child branch of MAIN. 
2. Production builds are always performed from this branch.  The branch is initially created when the MAIN branch is 

considered ready for release. 
3. Emergency bug fixes are made to this code base; builds are then created and tested from this branch (depending 

on development schedule, this may or may not require multiple QA environments). 
 
Changes should be checked into one branch – either DEV or RELEASE – only 
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Branching Structure for Visual Team Foundation Server Projects that have a separate development 
branch for upgrade purposes (i.e., .NET framework upgrades) 

 
 

Branch Name Description 
DEV The code base containing changes for the next release version (active development).  

These changes would be maintenance-related changes (not new development). 
UPGRADE This branch represents the code base being upgraded.  For instance, if this project was 

being converted from a .NET 1.1 application to a .NET 4.0 application, the 4.0 solution 
would be located here. 

UPGRADE branch 
• The UPGRADE branch will likely be a full branch of MAIN before upgrade-related development begins.  If the 

existing code base is not to be used, it is recommended that a new project be created. 
• Updates made in the DEV or RELEASE branches may be merged into UPGRADE; however, changes to 

UPGRADE should never be merged into DEV, RELEASE, or MAIN. 
• Once work on the UPGRADE code has been completed and is ready for release, this will become the MAIN 

branch; the standard branching structure will then be used. 

 Check-In and Check-Out Recommendations 
 

• Check-in and check-out policies are specified for each team project; they cannot be included in a process 
template. 

• Any check-in policy can be overridden by the user if the user enters an explanatory comment. 
• To Edit the policies: 

1. From Team Explorer, right-click your team project 
2. Choose Team Project Settings 
3. Choose Source Control. 

Check-In 
Defa

ult 
Recomm

end Policy Description Comments 
Off Off Builds Builds - Requires that the 

last build was successful for 
each affected continuous 
integration build definition. 

Could be switched on if 
project begins continuous 
integration. 

Off Off Code Analysis Requires that (automated) 
Code Analysis is run with a 
defined set of rules before 
check-in. 

Scroll to bottom and follow 
analysis category links at… 

 
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-

Could be switched on for new 
projects and .NET projects that 
go through cleanup via Code 
Analysis.  Automated code 
analysis really helps keep code 
clean and consistent, but it would 
be impossible to begin 
enforcement on existing projects. 
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us/library/ee1hzekz.aspx 

Off Off Testing Policy Ensures that tests from 
specific test lists (specified in a 
Visual Studio Test Metadata 
File) are successfully executed 
before checking in. 

Could be switched on if test 
battery is created for project. 

Off On/Off* - 
see 
Comments 

Work Items This policy requires that one 
or more work items be 
associated with every check-in. 

For maintainability, it is 
important for code changes to be 
attached to properly documented 
work items.  In cases where the 
work items / issues / tickets for 
the project are stored in an 
existing system (such as Issue 
Tracker, Bug Tracker, or 
Remedy) we can create a custom 
check-in note field and require its 
entry for check-in. 

 

Check-Out 
Def

ault 
Recom

mend 
Policy Description Comments 

On Off Enable 
multiple 
check-out 

Multiple check-out allows more than 
one person to edit a file at the same 
time.  Conflicting changes are 
reconciled before check-in. 

In previous discussions it 
seemed multiple check-out is not 
well suited for our current 
development processes. 

Off On Enable 
get latest on 
check-out 

Get latest on check-out downloads 
the copy of an item from the Team 
Foundation Server to the client 
computer.  This Team Foundation 
Server setting applies to all items in this 
team project. 

Ensures developers are always 
working from the most recent 
checked-in copy which helps prevent 
other developers’ changes 
mysteriously disappearing. 

 

Check In Notes 
Def

ault 
Recom

mend 
Title Description Comments 

Off ? Code 
Reviewer 

Enterable check-in note.  Can be 
removed or made mandatory. 

Could be made required as our 
processes and resources allow. 

Off ? Security 
Reviewer 

Enterable check-in note.  Can be 
removed or made mandatory. 

Could be made required as our 
processes and resources allow. 

Off ? Performa
nce Reviewer 

Enterable check-in note.  Can be 
removed or made mandatory. 

Could be made required as our 
processes and resources allow. 

  Custom 
Check In 
Notes 

Enterable check-in note.  Can be 
optional or required.  For example, you 
could create a “Remedy ID” field and 
require it to be entered. 

See Work Items comment. 

 

Request a Deployment 
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1) Open Visual Studio 2010 and connect to and expand your TFS team project in the Team Explorer pane. 

 
2) Right-click on Work Items and choose New Work Item > Deployment. 

 
3) Enter a meaningful title such as “Deploy Item Bank application to QA web servers”. 

 
4) Typically, the Remedy ID field can be left blank.  If your deployment requires coordination with the Server 

Team (such as a classic ASP application that needs DLLs to be un- and re-registered) take a moment to 
create a Remedy ticket in the Action Request System, then copy the Remedy ID into the work item’s Remedy 
ID field. 
 

5) Typically, you should leave the default of “DITAS_GG_TFS_DBA” in the AssignedTo field.  This assigns the 
deployment to the DBA team as a whole and they will all be notified of the request for deployment, assuming 
their notification settings are correct.  If you have a reason to assign the deployment to a specific team 
member, do so here. 
 

6) Double-check the Area and Iteration.  If your team project makes use of multiple Areas and/or Iterations, be 
sure to select the appropriate values here. 

 
7) Choose the target environment for the deployment in the Environment drop-down. 

 
8) If the deployment needs to be scheduled for a particular day, enter the date in the Date Needed field.  

Otherwise, the deployment team (DBAs) will assume the deployment should be executed as soon as is 
reasonably possible. 

 
9) Typically, you can leave the default Priority of 2.  If you have a break-fix, choose 1.  If you are entering 

multiple deployments and they need to be done in a certain order, you can adjust the priority values, but it 
would also be a good idea to make a note of this in the Deployment Script / Description field. 

 
10) The Date Created and Date Closed fields are not enterable and will automatically be filled when the work item 

is saved and closed. 
 

11) Paste the web deploy (msdeploy) script into the Deployment Script / Description field if possible.  Do not 
include the username and password as the deployment team is responsible for supplying these.  Example: 
 
msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -
source:contentPath=F:\TFS\Builds\CEPI\IBS\Phase2\Internal\ItemBankAppServAdmin.QA,includeAcls=true -
dest:contentPath=D:\Inetpub\wwwroot\ItemBankAppServAdmin,computerName=10.42.141.152:8095,userNa
me=[USERNAME],password=[PASSWORD] 
 
If your deployment script is sufficiently complex or if you need to include multiple scripts, you can include 
them as attachments on the work item’s Attachments tab. 
 

12) Save the work item. 
 
13) After the deployment team (DBAs) completes the deployment, they will optionally include some deployment 

details in the History field and then they will mark the State of the work item Closed, which will automatically 
assign the work item back to its creator.  Assuming your notification settings are correct, you will then receive 
an email. 

 
 

Build and Deployment 
 

Merge Code 
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The first step in the build process is to merge the updates and changes from where development work was done 
into the area where deployments will take place.  A typical TFS branching structure looks like this: 
 

 
 
All new development work is to be done on the DEV branch.  The MAIN branch is essentially the “QA” branch; 
that’s the code base where your QA deployments should be built from.  The RELEASE branch is your 
“production” code base. 
 
So the first step in a normal development  QA  production release cycle is to merge code changes from the 
DEV branch into MAIN.  To do this, right-click on the DEV branch in Visual Studio’s Source Control Explorer 
window, select Branching and Merging, then choose the Merge… option.  You’ll be given the option to merge 
either certain changesets or all changes since the previous merge.   Walk through the wizard and click Finish. 
 
At this point, all merged files will be listed in the Pending Changes window in Visual Studio.  You’ll need to resolve 
any conflicts and check in the pending changes in the MAIN branch.  If desired, you can associate TFS work 
items with this changeset that are part of this merge.  Once check in is complete, we’re ready to perform a  
TFS build. 
 

Build & Compile 
Now that the appropriate updates have been merged into the MAIN branch, we can perform a build.  Every team 
project in TFS will have at least three build definitions created for it – DEV, QA, and PROD.  These are self-
explanatory – you use the QA definition for creating a build to be deployed to the QA environment, PROD for 
production, and DEV for development.  The DEV definition is, in most cases, a continuous integration defintion, 
meaning no manual interation is needed.  The QA and PROD definitions need to be kicked off manually. 
 
To start a build, simply right-click on the appropriate definition and choose “Queue New Build”.  This brings up the 
definition properties.  You shouldn’t need to change anything here, so just click “OK”.  TFS will then begin the 
build process and bring up the Build Explorer window. 
 
When the build has completed, you’ll see either a green checkmark or a red x next to the build.  If it’s red, double-
click the build number to see why it failed.  If it’s green, we’re ready to start the deployment process. 
 

Deployment 
 
If you open up the QA or PROD build definition for your project, you may notice a couple MSBuild parameters in 
the Process tab, Advanced section, under MSBuild Arguments.  One of them might be “/p:Configuration”; that 
is the solution/project configuration to build against.  The other is “/p:DeployOnBuild”; this tells MSBuild to 
package the files into a IIS deployment package. 
 
The “configuration” parameter plays an important role in most projects.  It tells MSBuild which configuration to 
publish websites against.  This is key because most websites have Web.config Transform files, so when you set 
the configuration to “QA”, for instance, this will tell MSBuild to publish the site using the QA transform settings. 
 
The “DeployOnBuild” parameter is used to create a deployment package.  This essentially packages all your web 
files into a .zip file.  It also creates a .cmd file which is used to deploy the files and a .xml file that allows you (or 
the dba) to set certain environment-specific parameters in the web.config files (like database connection strings). 
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Let’s take a look at a typical scenario.  We’ve queued up a QA build for the SID project in TFS.  The build has 
succeeded.  We now can go out to our mapped drive on the TFS build server.   The folder structure will look 
something like this: 
 

 
 
You’ll notice MSBuild has created a “_PublishedWebsites” folder and, underneath that, a “SID.UI” folder (which 
contains the compiled – but not published – files of the web site), and a “SID.UI_Package” folder.  The 
“_Package” folder is what we want to take a closer look at. 
 

 
Five files were created: 

• SID.UI.deploy.cmd – this is the executable command file used to deploy the site 
• SID.UI.deploy-readme.txt – help file about the package 
• SID.UI.SetParameters.xml – allows you to set certain parameters in your web.config file 
• SID.UI.SoureManifest.xml – manifest file about the files in the package 
• SID.UI.zip – the actual files to the be deployed 

Let’s start the deployment process.  First, copy those five files to the appropriate child folder under the 
“Deployment” folder (located under the team project folder). 

 
 
Next, open the SetParameters.xml file and make any necessary modifications (the dba’s may also do this).  At 
this point, we just need to create the command line that the dba will use to deploy the package.  To make it as 
easy as possible, we create a .bat file that contains the command to do the deployment. 
 
The deployment tool we are using is called Web Deploy.  It is an IIS extension created by Microsoft.  It has a 
wealth of neat functionality in IIS 7; unfortunately, we’re still using IIS 6, so we need to use these command files 
to run the deployments. 
 
In our example, the web deploy command will look like this: 
F:\TFS\Builds\CEPI\SID\Deployment\QA\SID.UI_Package\SID.UI.deploy.cmd /Y 
/M:http://hco313cepitw001:8095/MSDeployAgentService /U:Msdeploy /P:****** -enableRule:Donotdeleterule 
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Breaking this down: we’re saying to execute the .deploy.cmd file with the following parameters: 
 

• /Y – this option tells web deploy to execute the command.  Replacing “Y” with “T” would run the process 
in trial mode. 

• /M – specifies the MSDeployAgentService to run the command against.  This would be whatever server 
you’re deploying your project against.  In the example, this is one of the CEPI/MDE QA web servers. 

• /U – the account Web Deloy runs under.  We use a special account named “Msdeploy”. 
• /P – the password for the account. 
• -enableRule:Donotdeleterule – this switch tells Web Deploy not to delete files on the destination before 

syncing.  This is essential for sites that store user uploaded files. 

Once our .bat file is correct, it’s time to notify the dba to deploy the files.  To do this, we create a Task in TFS.  
The task should look something like this: 
 

 
 
Be sure to assign the Task to “”.  This will send an email to all members of the group, so someone should then 
pick up the task and complete the deployment.  After that, the dba will close the task and notify you that the 
deployment is complete. 
 

QA and Production Deployment Checklist 
1. Merge code from DEV branch into MAIN branch (QA) or from MAIN to RELEASE (production). 

2. Queue a new build in TFS using the appropriate build definition. 

3. On the TFS build server, copy the build packages from the build folder into the appropriate deployment folder. 

4. Open the SetParameters.xml file and verify all parameters are correct (this should also be done by the dba 
upon deployment). 

5. If necessary, edit the web deploy .bat file to ensure the command is correct. 

6. Create a deployment Task work item in TFS and assign it to the dba group. 

Web Deploy Reference 
 
To deploy a package (by setting the MSBuild Argument of /p:DeployOnBuild), the script to create for your .bat file 
would look like this: 
 
F:\TFS\Builds\CEPI\SID\Deployment\QA\SID.UI_Package\SID.UI.deploy.cmd /Y 
/M:http://hco313cepitw001:8095/MSDeployAgentService /U:Msdeploy /P:***** -enableRule:Donotdeleterule 
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To deploy a website that has not been packaged, the script would look like this: 
 
msdeploy -verb:sync -source:contentPath=f:\tfs\builds\cepi\SID\deployment\SID.UI,includeAcls=true -
dest:contentPath=g:\inetpub\wwwroot\SID,computerName=136.181.114.37,userName=Msdeploy,password=***** 
-enableRule:DoNotDeleteRule 
 
To deploy an individual file, the script would look like this: 
 
msdeploy -verb:sync -source:filePath=f:\tfs\builds\cepi\SID\deployment\QA\SID.UI\web.config,includeAcls=true -
dest:contentPath=g:\inetpub\wwwroot\SID\web.config,computerName=136.181.114.37:8095,userName=Msdeplo
y,password=***** -enableRule:DoNotDeleteRule 
 
For more information on Web Deploy, check out IIS.NET. 
 

Peer Review 
 

Peer Review and Document Tool: TFS 2015 Code Review Request 
 
Sample Secure Site Peer Review Criteria: 
 
 

 Review Option Type of Review Peer Review Criteria 
1 Required  Team New development work on project/page/database object/SSIS 

package/report/scheduled Job/web service/third party tool, etc. 
2 Required  Peer Any emergency fix for production issue 
3 Required  Peer Developer (both new and existing developers) working on any new 

function areas first time 
4 Required  Peer Random spot check called by team or customer 
5 Required Peer Critical changes (student demo, scorecard, material order, PreID process 

changes) 
6 Required DBA Performance tuning changes 
7 Recommended Team Change/fix/upgrade that may have global impacts to the application 
8 Recommended  Peer As needed by developer 
9 Recommended Peer User story point >= 5 
10 Recommended Peer User story assigned back to developer after QA test 
11 Recommended Peer or DBA Any other database object changes, table structure, etc. 

 
 
 

PCI App Scan 
 

http://learn.iis.net/page.aspx/346/web-deploy/
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Appendices 

Appendix A – C# Keywords 
 
break byte case catch 
char checked class const 
continue decimal default delegate 
do double else enum 
event explicit extern false 
finally fixed float for 
foreach goto if implicit 
in in (generic modifier) int interface 
internal is lock long 
namespace new null object 
operator out out (generic modifier) override 
params private protected public 
readonly ref return sbyte 
sealed short sizeof stackalloc 
static string struct switch 
this throw true try 
typeof uint ulong unchecked 
unsafe ushort using virtual 
void volatile while  
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Appendix B – Visual Basic Keywords 

Reserved Keywords 
 
AddHandler AddressOf Alias And 
AndAlso As Boolean ByRef 
Byte ByVal Call Case 
Catch CBool CByte CChar 
CDate CDbl CDec Char 
CInt Class Constraint Class Statement CLng 
CObj Const Continue CSByte 
CSort CSng CStr CType 
CUInt CULng CUShort Date 
Decimal Declare Default Delegate 
Dim DirectCast Do Double 
Each Else ElseIf End Statement 
End EndIf Enum Erase 
Error Event Exit False 
Finally For (in For…Next) For Each…Next Friend 
Function Get GetType GetLMLNamespace 
Global GoSub GoTo Handles 
If If() Implements Implements Statement 
Imports (.NET Namespace 
and Type) 

Imports (XML Namespace) In In (Generic Modifier) 

Inherits Integer Interface Is 
IsNot Let Lib Like 
Long Loop Me Mod 
Module Module Statement MustInherit MustOverride 
MyBase MyClass Namespace Narrowing 
New Constraint New Operator Next Next (in Resume) 
Not Nothing NotInheritable NotOverridable 
Object Of On Operator 
Option Optional Or OrElse 
Out (Generic Modifier) Overloads Overridable Overrides 
ParamArray Partial Private Property 
Protected Public RaiseEvent ReadOnly 
ReDim REM RemoveHandler Resume 
Return SByte Select Set 
Shadows Shared Short Single 
Static Step Stop String 
Structure Constraint Structure Statement Sub SyncLock 
Then Throw To True 
Try TryCast TypeOf…Is UInteger 
ULong UShort Using Variant 
Wend When While Widening 
With WithEvents WriteOnly Xor 
 

Unreserved Keywords 
It is not recommended to use unreserved keywords as names for your programming elements. 
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Aggregate Ansi Assembly Auto 
Binary Compare Custom Distinct 
Equals Explicit From Group By 
Group Join Into IsFalse IsTrue 
Join Key Mid Off 
Order By Preserve Skip Skip While 
Strict Take Take While Text 
Unicode Until Where  
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Appendix C – Transact-SQL Reserved Keywords 
 
ADD ALL ALTER AND 
ANY AS ASC AUTHORIZATION 
BACKUP BEGIN BETWEEN BREAK 
BROWSE BULK BY CASCADE 
CASE CHECK CHECKPOINT CLOSE 
CLUSTERED COALESCE COLLATE COLUMN 
COMMIT COMPUTE CONSTRAINT CONTAINS 
CONTAINSTABLE CONTINUE CONVERT CREATE 
CROSS CURRENT CURRENT_DATE CURRENT_TIME 
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP CURRENT_USER CURSOR DATABASE 
DBCC DEALLOCATE DECLARE DEFAULT 
DELETE DENY DESC DISK 
DISTINCT DISTRIBUTED DOUBLE DROP 
DUMP ELSE END ERRLVL 
ESCAPE EXCEPT EXEC EXECUTE 
EXISTS EXIT EXTERNAL FETCH 
FILE FILLFACTOR FOR FOREIGN 
FREETEXT FREETEXTTABLE FROM FULL 
FUNCTON GOTO GRANT GROUP 
HAVING HOLDLOCK IDENTITY IDENTITY_INSERT 
IDENTITYCOL IF IN INDEX 
INNER INSERT INTERSECT INTO 
IS JOIN KEY KILL 
LEFT LIKE LINENO LOAD 
MERGE NATIONAL NOCHECK NONCLUSTERED 
NOT NULL NULLIF OF 
OFF OFFSETS ON OPEN 
OPENDATASOURCE OPENQUERY OPENROWSET OPENXML 
OPTION OR ORDER OUTER 
OVER PERCENT PIVOT PLAN 
PRECISION PRIMARY PRINT PROC 
PROCEDURE PUBLIC RAISERROR READ 
READTEXT RECONFIGURE REFERENCES REPLICATION 
RESTORE RESTRICT RETURN REVERT 
REVOKE FIGHT ROLLBACK ROWCOUNT 
ROWGUIDCOL RULE SAVE SCHEMA 
SECURITYAUDIT SELECT SESSION_USER SET 
SETUSER SHUTDOWN SOME STATISTICS 
SYSTEM_USER TABLE TABLESAMPLE TEXTSIZE 
THEN TO TOP TRAN 
TRANSACTION TRIGGER TRUNCATE TSEQUAL 
UNION UNIQUE UNPIVOT UPDATE 
UPDATETEXT USE USER VALUES 
VARYING VIEW WAITFOR WHEN 
WHERE WHILE WITH WRITETEXT 
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Appendix D – ISO/ODBC Reserved Keywords 
 
ABSOLUTE ACTION ADA ADD 
ALL ALLOCATE ALTER AND 
ANY ARE AS ASC 
ASSERTION AT AUTHORIZATION AVG 
BEGIN BETWEEN BIT BIT_LENGTH 
BOTH BY CASCADE CASCADED 
CASE CAST CATALOG CHAR 
CHAR_LENGTH CHARACTER CHARACTER_LENGTH CHECK 
CLOSE COALESCE COLLATE COLLATION 
COLUMN COMMIT CONNECT CONNECTION 
CONSTRAINT CONSTRAINTS CONTINUE CONVERT 
CORRESPONDING COUNT CREATE CROSS 
CURRENT CURRENT_DATE CURRENT_TIME CURRENT_TIMESTAMP 
CURRENT_USER CURSOR DATE DAY 
DEALLOCATE DEC DECIMAL DECLARE 
DEFAULT DEFERRABLE DEFERRED DELETE 
DESC DESCRIBE DESCRIPTOR DIAGNOSTICS 
DISCONNECT DISTINCT DOMAIN DOUBLE 
DROP ELSE END END-EXEC 
ESCAPE EXCEPT EXCEPTION EXEC 
EXECUTE EXISTS EXTERNAL EXTRACT 
FALSE FETCH FIRST FLOAT 
FOR FOREIGN FORTRAN FOUND 
FORM FULL GET GLOBAL 
GO GOTO GRANT GROUP 
HAVING HOUR IDENTITY IMMEDIATE 
IN INCLUDE INDEX INDICATOR 
INITIALLY INNER INPUT INSENSITIVE 
INSERT INT INTEGER INTERSECT 
INTERVAL INTO IS ISOLATION 
JOIN KEY LANGUAGE LAST 
LEADING LEFT LEVEL LIKE 
LOCAL LOWER MATCH MAX 
MIN MINUTE MODULE MONTH 
NAMES NATIONAL NATURAL NCHAR 
NEXT NO NONE NOT 
NULL NULLIF NUMERIC OCTET_LENGTH 
OF ON ONLY OPEN 
OPTION OR ORDER OUTER 
OUTPUT OVERLAPS PAD PARTIAL 
PASCAL POSITION PRECISION PREPARE 
PRESERVE PRIMARY PRIOR PRIVILEGES 
PROCEDURE PUBLIC READ REAL 
REFERENCES RELATIVE RESTRICT REVOKE 
RIGHT ROLLBACK ROWS SCHEMA 
SCROLL SECOND SECTION SELECT 
SESSION SESSION_USER SET SIZE 
SMALLINT SOME SPACE SQL 
SQLCA SQLCODE SQLERROR SQLSTATE 
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SQLWARNING SUBSTRING SUM SYSTEM_USER 
TABLE TEMPORARY THEN TIME 
TIMESTAMP TIMEZONE_HOUR TIMEZONE_MINUTE TO 
TRAILING TRANSACTION TRANSLATE TRANSLATION 
TRIM TRUE UNION UNIQUE 
UNKNOWN UPDATE UPPER USAGE 
USER USING VALUE VALUES 
VARCHAR VARYING VIEW WHEN 
WHENEVER WHERE WITH WORK 
WRITE YEAR ZONE  
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Appendix E – Future Keywords 
The following keywords could be reserved in future releases of SQL Server as new features are implanted.  Avoid the 
use of these words as identifiers. 
 
ABSOLUTE ACTION ADMIN AFTER 
AGGREGATE ALIAS ALLOCATE ARE 
ARRAY ASENSITIVE ASSERTION ASYMMETRIC 
AT ATOMIC BEFORE BINARY 
BIT BLOB BOOLEAN BOTH 
BREADTH CALL CALLED CARDINALITY 
CASCADED CAST CATALOG CHAR 
CHARACTER CLASS CLOB COLLATION 
COLLECT COMPLETION CONDITION CONNECT 
CONNECTION CONSTRAINTS CONSTRUCTOR CORR 
CORRESPONDING COVAR_POP COVAR_SAMP CUBE 
CUME+DIST CURRENT_CATALO

G 
CURRENT_DEFAULT_TRANSFORM_GROU
P 

CURRENT_PATH 

CURRENT_ROLE CURRENT_SCHEM
A 

CURRENT_TRANSFORM_GROUP_FOR_TY
PE 

CYCLE 

DATA DATE DAY DEC 
DECIMAL DEFERRABLE DEFERRED DEPTH 
DEREF DESCRIBE DESCRIPTOR DESTROY 
DESTRUCTOR DETERMINISTIC DICTIONARY DIAGNOSTICS 
DISCONNECT DOMAIN DYNAMIC EACH 
ELEMENT END-EXEC EQUALS EVERY 
EXCEPTION FALSE FILTER FIRST 
FLOAT FOUND FREE FULLTEXTTABLE 
FUSION GENERAL GET GLOBAL 
GO GROUPING HOLD HOST 
HOUR IGNORE IMMEDIATE INDICATOR 
INITIALIZE INITIALLY INOUT INPUT 
INT INTEGER INTERSECTION INTERVAL 
ISOLATION ITERATE LANGUAGE LARGE 
LAST LATERAL LEADING LESS 
LEVEL LIKE_REGEX LIMIT LN 
LOCAL LOCALTIME LOCALTIMESTAMP LOCATOR 
MAP MATCH MEMBER METHOD 
MINUTE MOD MODIFIED MODIFY 
MODULE MONTH MULTISET NAMES 
NATURAL NCHAR NCLOB NEW 
NEXT NO NONE NORMALIZE 
NUMERIC OBJECT OCCURRENCES_REGEX OLD 
ONLY OPERATION ORDINALITY OUT 
OVERLAY OUTPUT PAD PARAMETER 
PARAMETERS PARTIAL PARTITION PATH 
POSTFIX PREFIX PREORDER PREPARE 
PERCENT_RANK PERCENTILE_CONT PERCENTILE_DISC POSITION_REGEX 
PRESERVE PRIOR PRIVILEGES RANGE 
READS REAL RECURSIVE REF 
REFERENCING REGR_AVGX REGR_AVGY REGR_COUNT 
REGR_INTERCEP
T 

REGR_R2 REGR_SLOPE REGR_SXX 
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REGR_SXY REGR_SYY RELATIVE RELEASE 
RESULT RETURNS ROLE ROLLUP 
ROUTINE ROW ROWS SAVEPOINT 
SCROLL SCOPE SEARCH SECOND 
SECTION SENSITIVE SEQUENCE SESSION 
SETS SIMILAR SIZE SMALLINT 
SPACE SPECIFIC SPECIFICTYPE SQL 
SQLEXCEPTION SQLSTATE SQLWARNING START 
STATE STATEMENT STATIC STDDEV_POP 
STDDEV_SAMP STRUCTURE SUBMULTISET SUBSTRING_REGE

X 
SYMMETRIC SYSTEM TEMPORARY TERMINATE 
THAN TIME TIMESTAMP TIMEZONE_HOUR 
TIMEZONE_MINUT
E 

TRAILING TRANSLATE_REGEX TRANSLATION 

TREAT TRUE UESCAPE UNDER 
UNKNOWN UNNEST USAGE USING 
VALUE VAR_POP VAR_SAMP VARCHAR 
VARIABLE WHENEVER WIDTH_BUCKET WITHOUT 
WINDOW WITHIN WORK WRITE 
XMLAGG XMLATTRIBUTES XMLBINARY XMLCAST 
XMLCOMMENT XMLCONCAT XMLDOCUMENT XMLELEMENT 
XMLEXISTS XMLFOREST XMLITERATE XMLNAMESPACES 
XMLPARSE XMLPI XMLQUERY XMLSERIALIZE 
XMLTABLE XMLTEXT XMLVALIDATE YEAR 
ZONE    
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Appendix F – Resources 
 
The following resources were used in the creation of this document: 
 
Design Guidelines for Developing Class Libraries 
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms229042%28v=vs.100%29.aspx 
 
Program Structure and Code Conventions (Visual Basic) 
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zye5bsh8(v=vs.100).aspx 
 
Michigan Department of Education – IBS:  Coding Standards and Guidelines Document 
http://www.k12.wa.us/RFP/pubdocs/SBAC-
RFP07/Requirements/IBS_Coding_Standards_and_Guidelines_Document.pdf 
 
DTMB/Agency Services for DNR/DEQ/MDA State of Michigan  
Microsoft .NET Web Design Standards, Development Standards, & Best Practices 
 
State of Michigan Item Bank Development Standards 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms229042%28v=vs.100%29.aspx
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